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This Changes Everything.

Introducing

H e l m Vi e w
FW Murphy’s original engine displays set a new standard
for simple-to-read electronic engine monitoring and diagnostics.
Now a whole new generation – the HelmView display – is here.
We’re not raising the standard here. We’re blasting it to
a whole new level.
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This Changes

Everything
What makes the HelmView display the highest-quality Marine display
available? In one word: MORE.
More integration. More information. More customization. MUCH MORE
on-screen action for constant engine and Vessel monitoring.
How much more do you get? Look inside to see everything the
HelmView can do.
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Sure, dashes have to be functional. But your drivers have other needs. They want fun.
They want cool. They want sexy.
That’s the key feature of the HelmView display. It takes a ton of engine information,
puts it all in one place, then wraps it all up in a sleek and sexy interface.

Sexy On-Scr een Display
What’s the first thing you’ll notice about the HelmView display? The oversized, full-color VGA flatscreen. The bright, rich graphical
detail pops off the screen – even in bright sunlight. It’s a stunning display combining pristine graphics and color to create one of the most
easily-to-read displays available.
The extra-large size also gives you more room for more information. Fit several engine and vessel parameters on one screen. Get more
detailed diagnostic messages. There’s plenty of room to put all your engine, navigation and vessel info in one convenient place.

Integration
You’ll need the extra screen space because the HelmView display is now capable of integrating all the major elements of your vessel.
With four ports supporting J1939 and NMEA2000 protocols, you can now tie together your engine, transmission, NMEA devices, tank
levels, depth, speed, temperature – even GPS charting – into a single interface.

Customization
Not all customers need the same data. So why give them vanilla if they want chocolate? Configure the HelmView display graphics to
fit your users’ needs. Choose from several standard screens to arrange your layout options. Even add extra screens for tanks,
transmissions and other NMEA device information.
Language shouldn’t be a barrier, either. That’s why the HelmView display allows multiple translations. The onscreen text can be changed
from English to Spanish, French, German or Italian through a simple menu setting.
It’s your display – let’s make it the way you want it.

Diagnostics and Transfor ming Ser vice Levels
The HelmView display gives you diagnostic information for the electronic engine’s active and stored faults, like the traditional
PowerView 101 display. But it also includes on-board diagnostics to troubleshoot issues remotely. It’s like having a mechanic
available on board 24 hours a day.

Durability
If it wasn’t tough, it wouldn’t be Murphy. The HelmView features a wide storage/operating temperature range, high-impact protective casing
in the front and back and IP68 environmental sealing. It’s built to bring cutting-edge convenience and technology to the harshest environments. Just check the specs.

We’re Just

G e t t i n g S t a r ted …

You’ve seen how we changed the world of engine displays.
But we’re not finished yet. We are constantly adding new
features, new options and new levels of integration.
What’s driving us? YOU. We live on feedback. We listen to
the voice of the customer. Then we convert your comments
to a better product for you.

Remote keypad

Custom bezel

We’ve recently created additional mounting options, a remote
keypad and other add-ons, and we’re not stopping anytime soon.
Let’s talk about how we can make HelmView the best fit for you.
Integrated mounting option
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EXPERIENCE EARNED.
ENGINES UNDERSTOOD.
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